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Executive Summary 

This report summarizes input received during the public engagement about proposed routes for the 

Joint Utilities Board (JUB) treated sewage effluent pipe. This engagement took place from October 

2020 to February 2021 using various methods.  

Overall, a relatively low number of responses were received, although there are indications that a 

much larger number of people were aware of the opportunity to provide comments.  

Input from respondents is summarized below and provided in detail in the report. 

Marine Pipe Routes  

Four potential marine access points (Westcan Terminal Road, Hecate Park, Seaside Road and 

Sutherland Drive) were identified, connecting along the sea floor from the access point to the new 

outfall location. (See Figure 2, page 6.) 

⬧ There was concern that freighter anchorages would interfere with and damage the pipe. 

⬧ Some preferred a shorter marine route that would have less impact on the marine environment 

and be easier to maintain.  

⬧ Overall, selected routes should have the greatest environmental benefits and least environmental 

impact.  

Land Pipe Routes  

Various possible routes from the sewage treatment plan to one of the marine access points were 

identified. One option (with variations) is to take the pipe through and/or around Cowichan Tribes 

lands; the other option (also with variations) goes along the Trans-Canada Highway and Koksilah 

Road. (See Figure 3, page 6.) 

⬧ Several respondents indicated a preference for the Trans-Canada-Koksilah route, citing less 

disruption to homeowners and easier maintenance (as this would mean a shorter marine pipe 

route).  

⬧ Some preferred the route through Reserve lands, as the shorter option.  

Other Comments and Questions  

Other issues and concerns raised by respondents were:  

⬧ Only users of the system should pay. 

⬧ Quality of the water being discharged, and concerns with using ‘dilution as the solution to 

pollution’. 

Some questioned whether there was a need for the project, or if a new outfall was the best solution.  
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1. Introduction 

The Joint Utilities Board1 (JUB) Sewage Treatment Plant is a hybrid secondary/tertiary treatment 

plant that treats wastewater from North Cowichan, Duncan, Cowichan Bay, Eagle Heights and 

Cowichan Tribes (the CVRD Central Sector Area). The Plant is located on Cowichan Tribes’ land near 

Duncan. It is operated by the District of North Cowichan and discharges highly treated effluent 

(cleaned water) into the Cowichan River. While this effluent meets provincial swimming safety 

standards, it is not clean enough for drinking.  

The JUB is working to move the outfall to a new location at the edge of Cowichan Bay. There are 

several reasons to relocate the outfall: 

⬧ The treatment plant is on land leased from Cowichan Tribes. The lease agreement includes a 

commitment to make a reasonable effort to move the outfall from the Cowichan River. 

⬧ During periods of very low river flow, there is not enough flow to provide the desired amount of 

effluent dilution. Low river flows are expected to become more frequent in the future. 

⬧ The existing outfall infrastructure is at risk of damage from log jams and gravel accumulation. 

⬧ Moving the outfall from the river may trigger a reassessment of shellfish harvesting in Cowichan 

Bay, most of which is presently closed. 

Work is now underway to determine the preferred route for the pipe that will carry treated effluent 

from the treatment plant to the new outfall. This decision will be based on many factors: 

environmental, archaeological and cultural studies; consultation with local First Nations, 

engagement with stakeholder groups and the public; and assessments of the relative cost and 

feasibility of potential routes. 

Public engagement was conducted from October 2020 to February 2021 to gather comments on 

potential land and marine pipe routes.  

  

 

1 The Joint Utilities Board partners are the Municipality of North Cowichan, the City of Duncan, Cowichan Tribes, and the 
Cowichan Valley Regional District.  
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2. Public Engagement Process 

The public engagement process took place from October 26, 2020 to February 15, 2021. Engagement 

was conducted virtually in compliance with COVID-19 protocols.  

2.1. Information materials 

Information on the project and potential pipe routes (both land and marine) was made available 

through the project website (northcowichan.ca/jub) and the PlaceSpeak online engagement 

platform.  

Information was provided on the proposed new outfall location (Figure 1), potential marine routes 

(Figure 2) and potential land routes (Figure 3), as well as ways to acquire more information and to 

provide input.  

A short video, outlining the project and potential routes, was made available through the website, 

PlaceSpeak and social media postings.  

 

 

 

Studies and public engagement in 2015 identified a proposed outfall location in Cowichan Bay (see map, Stage 1 outfall). Since 
that time, additional studies and consultations with local First Nations have led to a new proposed location at the edge of 
Cowichan Bay (see map, Stage 2 outfall). The outfall location has been selected to avoid anchorages and known shellfish 
harvesting areas. There will be significant dilution of the effluent at this location, much more than with the existing outfall.  

Figure 1: Proposed Outfall Location  

 

https://www.northcowichan.ca/EN/main/departments/engineering/jub-outfall-project.html
https://www.placespeak.com/en/topic/6333-jub-outfall-relocation-project
https://youtu.be/Db_SGvL7q3c
https://www.cvrd.bc.ca/DocumentCenter/View/66818/Environmental-Impact-Study?bidId=
https://www.cvrd.bc.ca/DocumentCenter/View/66819/Public-Consultation-Report?bidId=
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In the ocean environment, the pipe will likely rest on the sea bed. Four routes are under consideration (see map), entering the marine 
environment at: Westcan Terminal Road, Hecate Park, Sutherland Drive, or Seaside Road 

Figure 2: Potential Marine Routes  

 

 

Options for pipe land routes from the sewage treatment plant to the marine environment are: Through Cowichan Tribes lands (either 
via Tzouhalem Road or through the middle of the Reserve), linking to any one of the four marine access points; or along the Trans-
Canada Highway, Koksilah Road and Cherry Point Road, and linking to either Sutherland Drive or along Fairbanks to Seaside Road 

Figure 3: Potential Land Pipe Routing 
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2.2. Advertising the Opportunity to Provide Comment 

Residents and stakeholders were provided with multiple different ways of finding out about the 

engagement and the opportunity to comment. This included:  

⬧ Emails to:  

o Subscribers to the JUB e-newsletter 

o Stakeholder groups, including those who had participated in earlier consultations 

o Members of the Cowichan Stewardship Roundtable, Cowichan Watershed Board, Saanich 

Inlet Protection Society and Cowichan Estuary Environmental Management Plan  

⬧ Notifications to PlaceSpeak subscribers 

⬧ Advertisement in the Cowichan Valley Citizen newspaper (November 19, 2020, page A12).  

⬧ A mailer sent to households in the Cowichan Bay area (Figure 4), including information on the 

webinar 

⬧ Social media (Municipality of North Cowichan Facebook and Twitter, see samples in Section 5.4) 

In addition, there were articles in local media (My Cowichan Valley Now, October 26, 2020 and the 

Cowichan Valley Citizen, October 29, 2020) and a letter to the Editor (Cowichan Valley Citizen 

November 10, 2020). See Appendix A.5 for details.  

2.3. Methods for Providing Input  

People were encouraged to provide comment in one of three ways:  

⬧ Through the Discussion section on PlaceSpeak 

⬧ By sending an email to jub@northcowichan.ca, or 

⬧ Providing verbal comments at the webinar (hosted via Zoom on January 28, 2021) 

This provided several easy ways for people to share their views.  

 

mailto:jub@northcowichan.ca
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Figure 4: Household Mailer  
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3. What We Heard 

During the consultation period, there were 1,102 “views” of the PlaceSpeak engagement site and 39 

comments made. Twelve people submitted comments by email, and about 10 people attended the 

webinar discussion.  

This is a very low level of participation for a project of this size. This may be due in part to COVID, 

and/or to a number of other North Cowichan engagement projects in a similar timeframe, and/or the 

‘high level’ nature of the information. The high number of views on PlaceSpeak, as well as a large 

number of direct emails and information mailed directly to households suggests that residents and 

stakeholders were aware of the consultation, but chose not to engage at this time.  

The participant numbers are too low to provide any significant statistical analysis. Instead, we have 

summarized the main ideas and themes presented. All the comments received are provided verbatim 

in Section 5.  

3.1. Summary of Comments and Questions Related to Potential Marine 

Routing Options 

Preference for Sutherland or Seaside Marine Accesses 

⬧ These marine routes seem to have least impact on marine environment 

⬧ Shorter underwater pipe makes sense  

⬧ These access points avoid the delicate estuary area 

Preference for Westcan or Hecate Park Marine Accesses 

⬧ Westcan Terminal Route would have least impact on the estuary.  

Concern about Freighters and Potential Damage to the Pipe 

⬧ Concern that a freighter could drag its anchor and damage the pipe 

⬧ Commercial crab harvesters already find it challenging to avoid entanglement with the massive 

freighter anchors; concern that these could damage the pipe 

⬧ Safest area for outfall would be deep water close to Separation Point 

⬧ JUB should engage with Transport Canada to remove temporary freighter anchorages in the Bay  

Other Marine Routing Comments  

⬧ When pipe is being laid, coordinate with the commercial crab fishery (and other fisheries) 

⬧ Should focus on least environmental impact and greatest environmental benefits.  
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3.2. Summary of Comments and Questions Relating to Potential Land 

Routing Options  

Preference for the Trans-Canada Highway-Koksilah Road Route 

⬧ Longer land route would make it easier to monitor the pipe and do repairs 

⬧ TCH route appears longer and more costly, but has advantages of accessibility and impact to 

fewer landowners (when compared to route through Reserve) 

⬧ This route seems to have least disruption to homes and Reserve lands 

⬧ This route is closest to outfall (limiting marine disruption) 

Preference for a Route Through Reserve Lands  

⬧ Following Tzouhalem Road route could create an opportunity to upgrade the pavement, but 

would impact several Cowichan Tribes homes close to the road 

⬧ Makes sense to use the shortest route to the sea and First Nations are project partners  

⬧ Going through Reserve would be the least disruptive 

Additional Route Option  

⬧ Consider a route along Tzouhalem Road, then down Khenipsen to the end, and underwater from 

there. Khenipsen is a lightly used, residential road which is a cul-de-sac that discourages traffic. 

The surface needs attention, and would benefit from a ‘make over’ from the construction  

Other Land Routing Comments and Questions 

⬧ Choose routes that minimize disruption to residents  

⬧ Consider the impacts of global warming. Concern that with sea level rise and increased 

precipitation (and more river flooding) the sewage treatment plant could be flooded. A new 

sewage treatment plant should be constructed on higher land (e.g., north of Mt. Tzouhalem) 

leading to a different outfall location 

⬧ Consider the impacts of seismic activity; treatment plant and proposed pipe routes parallel the 

seismic fault, and an earthquake could rupture the pipe 

⬧ Are there options for amenities in association with the pipe route, e.g., new road surfacing or 

sidewalks?2  

⬧ Where would the pipe go (especially along narrow roads)?3  

 

2 This is a possibility, but attendees were advised that due to funding deadlines there is limited time to come to 
agreements regarding amenities.  
3 Intent is to remain within road dedications.  
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3.3. Other Comments and Questions  

Project Costs and Allocation of Costs 

⬧ Some were concerned that they would be paying into the project costs although their homes are 

on septic and they would see no benefit4  

⬧ Route should not go through CVRD land, as this will impact property taxes 

⬧ Fairbanks Road residents (served by septic) would be disrupted by the pipeline installation but 

receive none of the benefits. Can septic users tie into the new pipe?5  

⬧ Most cost-effective long-term option must be considered. This includes lands that do not have 

lease payments, and ease/cost of maintenance  

Quality of Water Being Discharged 

⬧ A couple of respondents (mistakenly) thought that the four possible marine access points were to 

be points of discharge for the effluent, and expressed concern for the water quality at these 

locations  

⬧ Improve the treatment plant before building a new pipe 

⬧ What is the chemical composition of the effluent? What is its nitrogen content? Has there been 

an oceanographic assessment of water circulation and mixing at the embayment line? Has 

subsurface oxygen been measured in multiple seasons?6 

Process Going Forward 

⬧ What factors will be used in deciding between Sutherland and Seaside?7  

⬧ When is the decision being made? When would the project start?8  

⬧ Take more time to reach out to residents affected, including through regular mailings  

⬧ Is there a citizens’ commission reviewing the input, will there be a public report on findings?9  

⬧ Feels like decision already made, not a real consultation 

⬧ Is there still an option to move the treatment plant?10  

 

4 Septic users will not be contributing to the cost. 
5 Septic users would not be able to tie into the pipeline, which carries treated effluent. Raw sewage would need to be 
routed to the JUB sewage treatment plant for treatment plant first.  
6 Answers are found in the detailed reports, see www.northcowichan.ca/jub for links.  
7 See “Next Steps”.  
8 Decision will be made once consultants have completed their review of the various routes. Construction could start in 
mid-late 2022-23.  
9 This report is the report on findings.  
10 Yes, this has been considered.  

http://www.northcowichan.ca/jub
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Need for Project  

A few respondents questioned the need for the project or had alternative approaches to suggest.  

⬧ Use tertiary treatment, not “dilution as the solution”  

⬧ Outfall has been there for 70 years and doing just fine. Raise the weir to increase dilution flows in 

summer, and hold back high water flows in winter.  

⬧ Why not tertiary treatment with dry powder (biosolids) used to grow trees, and clean potable 

water put back into river. Channels around Cowichan Bay are already too high in nutrients and 

low in oxygen, this outfall does not help.  

⬧ This project is solving the wrong problem. There should not be a need for a new outfall. Why is 

the treatment not always tertiary? If it were, would that resolve the pollution/dilution issue? How 

will an underwater outfall be monitored? We should be cleaning up the ocean, not adding 

contaminants to it (especially close to where our local seafood is found.) 

⬧ Why was the option to adding the water to the Crofton Catalyst Paper line dropped? It seems like 

this would provide needed additional water for the mills. If clean enough to swim in, presumably 

clean enough for making pulp.11  

4. Next Steps  

There is still a great deal of work to do on this project.  

The Joint Utilities Board has hired a consulting team to 

look at routing options in greater detail. The consultant will 

recommend a preferred route based on comments made 

during this engagement, as well as ongoing consultations 

with First Nations, and considerations of cost, feasibility, 

and environmental and cultural implications.  

When a preferred route has been identified, there will be 

additional public engagement based on the specifics of 

that route.  

 

  

 

11 Sending the effluent to the Mill would require the Mill to amend their permit. The Mill was consulted on this and is not 
interested in doing so for numerous reasons. Further the amount of effluent is very small compared to the amount of 
water the Mill needs. As such, the costs of taking effluent from the JUB STP outweighs any benefits to the Mill. 
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Appendices 

A.1: Comments and Discussions from PlaceSpeak  

Comments below are verbatim from input provided through PlaceSpeak.  

Marine Routing  

1. Hello, Would you please post a map that shows the marine routes as well as the designated 

freighter anchorage locations in Cowichan Bay? I would like to see the marine routes in relation to 

the swing areas for the freighters. Thank you.  

As a resident of Fairbanks Road on the proposed route, I would like to see North Cowichan 

engage Transport Canada about the temporary anchorage locations for international freighters in 

Cowichan Bay. The proposed underwater pipeline routes into Cowichan Bay should mean that 

fewer freighters would be allowed temporary anchorage in Cowichan Bay due to the risk of their 

anchors dragging on the ocean floor, potentially damaging the pipelines. My concern is that at 

the last public board meeting, North Cowichan staff said they had not engaged with Transport 

Canada and that no change was expected to the freighters currently allowed to anchor here. This 

should be a major concern since there are always freighters anchored in Cowichan Bay now and 

often are up to six at one time, coming and going constantly. Therefore there is a strong 

possibility of a freighter dragging its anchor and damaging the pipeline. The freighters pose an 

environmental risk to the area. 

2. I would support a more land route over a longer water route for ease of monitoring and repairs if 

needed. I would go with Sutherland or Seaside dr. 

3. My concerns would be the water current direction (s) from each of the proposed effluent 

dumping locations from Western Terminal Rd; Hecate Park; Sutherland Dr and Seaside Rd. as 

well as the marine and wildlife that resides or daily travel in or through each of the proposed 

dumping locations. Have any studies considered the negative health effects of the effluent on 

marine and wildlife who are constantly exposed or drink the water in these dumping locations. 

4. My main concerns are with the approaches to the various sea routes. I suspect that the Westcan 

Terminal Road route would have the least impact on the less disturbed areas of the estuary but 

would leave this to those who have studied the issue and relative costs more than I. 

Land Routing  

1. Hello, Would you please outline the benefits or drawbacks between the Sutherland and Seaside 

Road routes? What factors will you consider when deciding between these two land routes? 

Would the existing sewage treatment plant on Sutherland Road be tied in to the new piping, and 
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is that an advantage to use that existing system and its outfall? Also, when is this decision being 

made and when would the project start? Thank you. 

As a resident on one of the proposed land routes, it is very concerning to me that most of my 

neighbours have not heard about this proposal to relocate sewage from neighbouring 

communities in a pipeline down our road. We do not contribute to this sewage since we are on 

septic. The public engagement on this project has been very poor. We should be receiving notices 

in our mail regularly if we live on a proposed relocation route. If you truly want to engage the 

community, more time and effort is needed to reach out to residents who could be affected. 

I live on Fairbanks Road beside Seaside Road, which is one of the proposed routes to relocate the 

sewage outfall. As disruptive as the construction of the pipeline will be to those of us who live on 

this very narrow, steep, little country road, I understand the community benefit of relocating the 

outfall into deep water with strong currents. However my neighbourhood is entirely on septic 

fields and therefore not contributing to the sewage that is being relocated. The benefit to us 

would be the opportunity to be tied into the nearby treatment plant. Otherwise the residents of 

this proposed route have to contend with construction and maintenance of a pipeline for the 

benefit of the greater good of the community apart from us. We are entirely left out of any 

community benefit, but must bare the burden. 

Discussion response:  

▪ I do not use the Cowichan Community Center, but I am forced to pay taxes to it. 

2. Further from mind and deeper than thought -that’s the way (cost effective) to deal with sewage. 

Just pipe it somewhere i can’t see and thy will be done. Anything that is stupid enough to live two 

hundred feet closer to Hell deserves to go there. Dilution is the solution. Mars is closer than 

tertiary treatment to Duncan. 

3. The TCH route appears longer and may be more costly, but its advantage is accessibility. The side 

of the TCH and Koksilah Road are public property and thus will have little impact on private land 

owners. Cowichan Tribes have too little land allocated to them as is and I would not impose on 

their land any more than is necessary. 

Discussion responses:  

▪ Very good points. Seems to also have the least impact on the marine environment. 

▪ The CVRD land should be avoided at all cost because the CVRD has shown an interest in 

taking over JUB from North Cowichan, Duncan, and First Nations. That will increase our 

property taxes needlessly. 

▪ I agree 

4. I got the impression after reading the information the favoured land route would be thru 

Tzouhalem Road. I may have misread. If this is the case what do the people who live there want? 
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If I lived there I wouldn’t want all the upheaval. The least disruption to homes and the closest to 

the outfall site (limiting disruption to the ocean floor) appears to be Highway 1 to Seaside Road. 

5. I think the land route and where the least impact on Indigenous lands, and therefore would 

support the TransCanada route in orange, having pipe on land would make it easier for 

monitoring and repairs if needed I would think. 

6. For land route, we need to ensure that the route with the least impact on dwellings is taken. 

Following main roads minimizes that to some extent. Following Tzouhalem road eastward might 

offer an opportunity to do needed pavement upgrade as coincidentally, but one would need to 

discuss with Cowichan Tribes as there are several homes very close to the road. Otherwise I 

would avoid densely populated areas where possible using the lowest impact to get to WestCan 

Terminal Rd. As far as avoiding CVRD is concerned (one comment), we are all responsible for our 

shared (and each other’s) environment and all but one of the groups involved are living on 

someone else’s unceded land. 

Discussion response:  

▪ The Cowichan Tribes already are partners in JUB and the settling ponds are on their land. 

Makes perfect sense to use the shortest route to the sea. 

7. The route should be on First Nations land on the shortest route to the sea. Land in the CVRD 

should not be used since the treatment plant is owned by First Nations, Duncan and North 

Cowichan only. 

Discussion response:  

• FYI parts of the CVRD (Areas D and E) are also participants in this project. 

• I know but they are just users. JUB is controlled by Duncan, North Cowichan and First 

Nations. 

8. I’m sure there are more reasons than one for picking a particular route. In my opinion the most 

cost effective long-term option must be considered. The route doesn’t have long-term right way 

right or lease payments attached to it would be preferable. In addition the cost of either running 

the route through private land, First Nations land or provincial land will have different values and 

conditions attached. The least amount of future consequences for maintaining the pipeline must 

be considered. Reduced rates of annual tax for those property holders that are on septic systems 

and not connected to the treatment plant need consideration. If properties are not adding to the 

volume of sewerage they should not be required to pay for the upgrades. Only when at some 

future date a property owner connects should they be taxed. 

Discussion response:  

• Folks on septic do not pay taxes for sewer just as folks on wells do not pay taxes for water. 
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A.2: Comments received by Email 

Comments below are verbatim as received by email.  

 

1. I like many property owners in North Cowichan are not connected to the sewer/treatment 
system. In my opinion those who are not connected and are not contributing to the volume of 
sewerage that must be dealt with should not have to pay for the necessary upgrades to the sewer 
system. Users of the system should be contributing for this project through their taxes or a special 
tax. 

Just as a septic system owner pays a private firm for pumping their tank and the cost of dumping 
the sludge, which in my opinion is a user pay arrangement, so should users of the sewerage 
system pay for their service.  

The septic system owner who must maintain his own private system on his property should not be 
included in the extra taxation for the upgraded sewer outfall project. If the septic system owner is 
taxed for this project it would be an unfair tax burden to those that don’t even use the sewer 
system. 

 I could not access the discussion on PlaceSpeak but after watching the video it seems the best 
route would be to have the sewage pipe go along Highway 1 and then to one of the southernmost 
sites into the ocean. The highway is already developed unlike the rural character of the road 
through the Reserve, and it seems better to have a shorter underwater pipe than a very long one, 
as it would be if it came out closer to the mouth of the river. Thank you, 

2. I am the areas elected representative of the commercial crab fishery (Management area H). I also 
personally harvest Crabs outside the boundary of Cowichan Bay running from Cherry Point to 
Separation Point. Where I believe there would be little impact in regards to our fishery, at the 
time of construction and laying of the pipe there would need to be coordination with the local 
harvester.  

I would be curious if the pipe is being buried or not? I would suggest it would probably sink to 
some point in the soft mud regardless.  

Far more of an issue would be the anchorages of incoming and outgoing Freighters. Although 
there are specific numbered locations for these vessel the accuracy of these vessels is far from 
perfect. As a commercial harvester it can be quite challenging to avoid entanglement with their 
massive anchors that I’m sure could damage the propose pipeline. I would suggest the safest area 
would be the deep water close to Separation Point. I’m guessing we’re a little to far along to 
suggest such a major shift, but regardless the Freighters are something you will need to address 
during your evaluation of best routes. Thanks 

3. hi, here is my two bits worth. The outfall has been in place for 70 years and has done just fine. 
While there has been an issue at times in dry summers we have made it. An easier answer would 
be to raise the weir at lake Cowichan and this will probably be done within the decade. This will 
I’m sure be a lower cost to the taxpayers and will solve any of the summer problems. With the 
raising of the weir it will hold more water back in the winter as well and will help solve problems 
with high river flows, possibly. We need to stop throwing money around. Don’t fix what isn’t 
broken. If this does go ahead then going through reserve lands with the pipeline would be the 
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least disruption to the majority. Taking the highway route would be the most disruptive. Thanks 
for reading. 

4. Why not tertiary treatment with dry powder going east to grow trees and potable water, drug 
free, back into the river flowing west. Already , the channels around Cowichan Bay are overly 
burdened with nutrients and consequent low oxygen levels. Moving the outfall fixes nothing but a 
few political problems. 

5. For what we believe are obvious reason, minimal environmental impact on the estuary, which 
could be a delightful place to swim and for First Nations to harvest seafood. It may have been 
tested and found safe to swim in but until it’s safe for food harvesting, I would not want to swim 
in it! Clean up the estuary and take to outfall to Seaside Road or Sutherland Drive . Hecate Park 
and Westcan are totally unacceptable and won’t improve anything.  

6. As public officials providing this communications service – I thank you. But Is this input 
retained/reviewed/considered? Is there a commission of citizens hearing the input you receive on 
this? And will there be a citizens report on your finding – may I subscribe to that now? Again. 
Thank you. 

7. To my mind the most efficient and environmentally friendly route is along the TCH out to 
Sutherland Drive. It avoids the delicate estuary area and I think it would be easier for North 
Cowichan to negotiate siting with MOTI rather than trying to negotiate with many different CP 
holders on reserve lands. 

8. I am concerned about the contents of the effluent being discharged. Improve the treatment plant 
before building a new pipe. 

9. Looking at the four potential routes on a map I’m wondering if you considered a fifth route? I 
think a route that would cause minimal impact on the people living and using the route would be 
along Tzouhalem then down Khenipsen to the end. From there underwater to Separation Point. 
Khenipsen is a lightly used, residential road which is a cul de sac that discourages traffic. The 
surface needs attention, and would benefit from a ‘make over’ from the construction. Have you 
considered this route? 

10. I am writing this letter to show my particular concern for the restoration of the Cowichan Bay 
River inlet. I served on the Planning Committee of the Cowichan Bay/Area D Official Community 
Plan (OCP) which targeted the clean-up of the Cowichan River inlet by 2020. Needless to say, we 
didn’t make it. 

Please rest assured that the clean-up is fully supported. My concern is that your “ROUTING 
DECISION” considerations are seriously incomplete. Certainly, the present focuses pertaining to 
the routing decision are fully acceptable. However, two important items should be added to the 
considerations. These are GLOBAL WARMING and SEISMIC ACTIVITY. The two proposed additions 
are discussed below. (And please do not include these under “Environmental Considerations”, 
since they are separate considerations.) 

GLOBAL WARMING 

2020, as have each of several successive years, has set a new record for global warming. The 
Arctic Ocean and glaciers are rapidly melting, and the frozen tundra is thawing. This releases 
methane gas, a much greater contributor to global warming than even carbon dioxide. This, of 
course, accelerates global warming. As I write this, the Inuit report that even in January 2021 the 
Arctic Ocean is often not safe upon which to travel.  
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The melt-down of the Arctic is expected to raise the ocean levels by approximately one meter. In 
addition, global warming will also not only raise ocean levels, but increase precipitation from rain. 
Caused largely by the warming of ocean currents and the probability of very heavy rain storms 
shifting further into the northern hemisphere, we will (and presently are seeing) flooding and the 
raise of river levels.  

There have been some serious concerns in the past few years about the present sewage plant 
being flooded, and possibly inoperable. Add to this equation rising sea levels, higher tides and very 
heavy rain floods, it is not difficult to predict the future. And this scenario does not include the 
warming and melting of Antarctic ice caps, which is predicted to raise ocean levels several more 
metres.  

SEISMIC ACTIVITY 

There is a seismic fault underlying the entire length of the waterway in Cowichan Bay, the 
Cowichan estuary, and extending inland into Duncan. The present JUB sewage plant sits, when 
considering the strength of seismic energy, right on top of the fault. Remember, this is not an “if” 
scenario, but a “when” scenario. The suggested sewage outfall parallels the seismic fault. It does 
not require much imagination to envision the outcome of a sewage draining pipe caught in an 
earthquake. 

CONCLUSION 

A new sewage treatment plant should be constructed on land higher than on its existing flood 
plain. This, presumably, would be north of Mt. Tzouhalem. The sewage outfall could then be 
channeled through Maple Bay and seaward. In the interim, the status quo should be continued. 
The creation of the sewage outlet considering the location of the present plant might be a serious 
wasteful expense. 

11. I am commenting at the eleventh hour before your latest deadline, to express my complete 
disillusionment with this project. It is solving the wrong problem. I am not sure who is gaining 
from this outmoded idea moving forward after decades of delay, but nothing will make it the 
smartest solution. Nor is it genuine public consultation when a solution has already been decided 
on. I am not talking about the details of the route, I am talking about whoever committed – years 
ago – to dealing with the outfall issue using an underground pipe into the ocean. 

I participated in an Open House in 2015 and it was clear then that it was not a genuine 
consultation process, but that the project was being sold to the public as a good news story thin 
on details. A neighbour and I attended, and after a break was called, the event never reconvened 
and our remaining questions were not answered. The ‘audience’ included project members who 
made comments such as ‘what people don’t understand is that it isn’t raw sewage going in to the 
river’. Actually, that isn’t the point at all. We were told that the treatment is sometimes secondary 
and sometimes tertiary. Why is it not always tertiary? If it were, would that resolve the outfall 
problem? If there isn’t a pollution issue, why is the lack of dilution a problem? We should be 
solving the problem at source. 

The sales pitch appears to be that the effluent can be swum in, so it’s a benign situation and none 
of us need to worry about moving the outfall, but then there is a contradiction that the outfall 
needs to be moved because low river levels affect dilution. If there were not a problem with the 
outfall, it would not be getting moved. And if it didn’t need to be further diluted, there wouldn’t 
be a problem. That tells me that it is in fact adding pollution, and will be doing so in the ocean 
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once this project is built. It doesn’t matter in what amounts, we should know better these days 
than to literally bury the problem out of sight on the ocean floor. How will it be protected from 
shipping? How will it be maintained over time? Why is this the best solution? 

As a resident of area C, I don’t believe I am a beneficiary of the sewage lagoons but am utterly 
offended by this plan to move the outfall into the ocean, relying on depth and water volumes to 
pretend that we are not in fact just moving contaminants; to me, If that were not the case, lack of 
dilution would not be a problem. They may be trace amounts but will accumulate over time; if the 
ocean is intended to prevent accumulation then we are just making the ocean dirtier. Just where 
our local seafood is found. 

This is what offends me most, that in this day and age the best we can come up with is to bury 
something deep in the ocean, because the impact in the scheme of things is so small overall. We 
should be cleaning up the ocean, not adding treated sewage to it. To spend millions of dollars on 
digging up kilometres of route to put in an effluent pipe to get it out to close to Separation Point 
offends me. 

This concept is completely flawed and always has been, applying a decades old solution to a 
problem when better alternatives exist and when enhanced treatment could be done on land as 
has been done in Sechelt, leaving reusable water (not necessarily potable, but suitable for 
horticulture, I understand) at a time when we are facing increasing summer droughts and water is 
becoming increasingly scarce. The award-winning Sechelt project was brought to the attention of 
the CVRD by my neighbour several years ago as a result of it being profiled in a professional 
engineering magazine as a successful environmental project, and he did not even receive the 
courtesy of a reply. Support from our MP triggered a phone call which amounted to “I suppose I 
could phone Sechelt about it” and nothing more was heard. Public input is not valued. 

Several months ago, I attended a virtual CVRD meeting at which this project was presented, and 
when I posed questions at the end, after waiting until 10 pm, the CVRD said it isn’t their project. 
That is a disgusting abdication of responsibility and accountability to taxpayers in this region. 

I have just looked at the PlaceSpeak site and it tells me just about nothing about the route details 
– the shortest seemed to be the red/purple, and the Westcan the least close to developments. I 
am not going to waste my time looking for the site to study the project further because it is clear 
it is being pushed through in some form as a done deal, whatever the public say about it. On the 
practical front I would go for the shortest route on the north side.  

The cost should not fall on any of those who are not served by the lagoons. I currently pay 
significant property taxes which do not include water (licence extra), sewage (pay to maintain 
septic), garbage (user pay), recycling (additional annual fee even though I spend half my time 
taking it somewhere else in my car because it can’t go on the roadside bin) or other municipal 
services that others receive, beyond the hospital and police. Please ensure that I do not have to 
pay a nickel for this asinine development. 

In writing these scathing remarks I do not intend to insult the hardworking project members. But I 
am always offended when a project is decided on BEFORE the public know about it. More than a 
decade ago, I participated in a BC Hydro project after they similarly said ‘it’s a done deal, now we 
just need input on which route is preferable’. It was eventually cancelled and $150 million in sunk 
costs written off. How much has been spent pursuing this outfall solution? It was supposedly 
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imminent 5 years ago, and I understand the idea has been around for decades. If it were truly a 
good idea I think it would have been built long ago. I hope it never comes to pass.  

For your next project, if ever, please think about what consultation should actually mean – it isn’t 
bringing something to the public after all the main points are decided, and getting input only to 
finesse details. Very few of us may have appropriate expertise on the work needed, but all of us 
can read and see smarter solutions being used elsewhere. And should be able to ask why they 
aren’t being adopted instead. 

Please excuse any inadvertent rudeness in this note, tone by email can be unfortunate and I have 
written this in haste – my intent is to be direct and point to concerns, not to be insulting. Thank 
you.  

12. Unfortunately, I was not here for initial discussions about the JUB Outfall Relocation in 2015. I’m 
having trouble finding information about the reasons why the option of adding the water to the 
Paper Excellence Water Pipeline was dropped. 

As I understand it, back in 2015, drinking water for the town of Crofton was supplied by the same 
pipeline as the mill. As of summer 2020, Crofton has a dedicated drinking water supply pipeline, 
so that option would seem to be “back on the table”. 

Can you please direct me to a document where this option was considered and the reasons for 
abandoning it? I am on a septic system, so this issue doesn’t affect me directly, but any way that 
we can reduce the mills demand for water from the lower Cowichan River would be an additional 
advantage. After all, if you can swim in it, surely you can use it (in a diluted form) to make pulp. 

 

A.3: Notes from Webinar (January 28, 2021) 

Participants watched the introductory video, and then had an opportunity to ask questions.  

Politicians and staff attending were:  

Lori Iannidinardo – Regional Director Area D 

Clay Reitsma – District of North Cowichan  

Hamid Hatami, Brian Dennison, Kate Miller, Kris Schumacher – Cowichan Valley Regional 

District  

Bob Brooke – Councillor, City of Duncan  

Questions and Discussion 

1. Q: Are any of the options emerging as being the preferred route? 

A: The District of North Cowichan have just let a major engineering RFP and the first phase of that 

work is to evaluate those routes on environmental (e.g., soil conditions, details of river crossings), 

archaeological assessments, marine impacts, cost, etc. One route may be preferred over another, 

depending on what are considered as the most important factors. Preliminary analysis indicates that 

the route through the Cowichan Tribes reserve is the best cost, but that analysis does not consider all 

the different variables. 
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2. How many responses did you get through the public consultations so far? What have people been 
saying? 

A: To date, there have been about 800 visits to the PlaceSpeak site, but only about 25 comments 

made. Responses are varied, e.g., some think the highway land routing would be better as it avoids 

Reserve lands, others suggest going through Reserve lands as the shorter route. Some comments are 

from septic users concerned about disruption (with no benefit), or any cost impacts to them.  

3. Q: If the effluent pipeline goes past my house and I am on septic, would I be able to hook up?  

A: No. The pipe will be conveying treated effluent and the home sewage is untreated. It would have 

to go first to a service area and sewage treatment plant. Where you live is not serviced by the 

Cowichan Bay Service Area. If there were an expansion of the Cowichan Bay service area, then you 

could possibly become part of that system. Sewage and other services are structured as user-pay: if 

someone wants to join a service then they need to pay. The costs for one house would be prohibitive 

but sometimes if a group of homeowners want to get connected this can be feasible. The individual 

was encouraged to contact CVRD to discuss options for such an extension. 

Important to note that no routing decisions have been taken yet.  

4. Q: Are there possibilities of amenities in association with the new infrastructure? Has the Ministry of 
Transportation been consulted?  

A: Yes, North Cowichan has been communicating with the Ministry of Transportation and 

Infrastructure (MOTI). If the route follows a provincial road and there is an opportunity to work with 

MOTI to provide potential amenities along the road dedication, we will do that. The same approach 

will be used within Cowichan Tribes lands and we would work with Cowichan Tribes and the province. 

All this has to do with road dedications. If it is not going along a road, the possibilities of amenities 

such as new road surfaces or sidewalks, are unlikely. 

5. Q: This is a huge investment. What about moving the plant itself? Is that still being talked about? 

A: Something like that is never “off the table”. We have selected the proposed pipe routes with the 

idea that we will have different potential sites for the sewage treatment plant in the future. Present 

treatment plant has a large surface area. Flows get quite “peaky” and lagoons at the JUB play a role 

in acting as a stormwater retention pond. On the other hand, effluent flows are not very “peaky,” 

because the sewage plant has slowed the flow down. Design of a new plant, which would be a 

mechanical plant that does not have a large surface area and does not act like a retention pond, the 

effluent flows would also be “peaky” and design of the pipes now and design of the plant that may be 

built in the future would need to take this into account. 

6. Q: has there been any engagement with Transport Canada regarding limiting freighter anchorages in 
Cowichan Bay?  

A: Some anchorages have been moved since we first worked on this in 2015 and that allowed us to 

move the outfall to the embayment line of Cowichan Bay. Transport Canada is one of 14 agencies 
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that reviews this project. The bigger anchorages question is outside of this project’s jurisdiction. 

Important to note that the effluent pipe cannot be located in the “small circle” (anchor zone) or in the 

“large circle” (swing zone). This is a safety buffer so that chains and anchor would not come 

anywhere near the pipe. 

MP Alistair MacGregor has proposed legislation for this and the Cowichan Bay Shipwatch Society has 

been watching this issue. Cowichan Tribes has also been involved. There are a lot of issues around 

these anchorages. Contact your MP. 

7. Q; This is a large pipe and some roads are quite narrow. Where would the pipe go? 

A: We strive to locate the pipe in the road dedications, and we strive not to go onto private property. 

These are early days in the planning process and so we have not determined how we would lay the 

pipe. Directional drilling is an option where we do not even need to dig up the actual road.  

The treated sewage pipe is 900 mm in diameter. (The diameter of pipe will vary depending on 

whether it is going to be a pumped all the way or a gravity system or a combination.) 

8. Q: What are the implications of having the outfall there at the embayment line and the ships coming 
in and out of the bay? 

A: Ships can only drop anchors in designated water and can only swing in the designated swing 

zones. Outfall is completely outside both the anchor zones and the swing zones. Actual location of 

the outfall is very deep and would not be affected by passing ships. 

Resident on Fairbanks Road has seen the ships swinging outside their large circles in high winds. 

9. Is this North Cowichan’s sewage? It makes no sense to put the pipe on our little roads and put it so 
close to the anchorages.  

A: The plant and the pipe serve North Cowichan, Cowichan Tribes, Duncan, and parts of the CVRD. 

The pipe is not very large to place along Fairbanks Road.  

Effluent quality is high and we have data from over 20 years. Report annually to provincial 

government. Plant has been compliant almost 99.5% of the time. Problem has to do with the present 

outfall location. Even though the effluent meets the regulations for swimming, the dilution ratios are 

very low. Gravel and logs and damage to the present outfall are also a problem. Possibility that 

moving the outfall could trigger a review of the shellfish situation. Could be a re-opening of some 

shellfish beds, which is of great interest to First Nations. 

Important to point out that anchors on ships can drag and ships can blow around, but there is a 

significant “safety zone” between the anchored ships and the underwater pipe because the pipe 

must be outside the swing zone.  

10. Q: Why can’t we get rid of all these anchorages?  

A: No easy answer. Efforts are underway through various groups and elected officials — Cowichan 

Tribes, Islands Trust, and MP MacGregor.  
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11. Q: I have a question about the chemical composition of the effluent. My background is in 
geochemical oceanography, and I’m concerned about the potential for eutrophication (and 
subsurface oxygen depletion) at the outfall. What is the nitrogen content of the effluent? Has there 
been an oceanographic assessment of water circulation and mixing at the embayment line? Has 
subsurface oxygen been measured in multiple seasons? I’ve skimmed the environmental assessment 
report and it looks like oxygen data were collected only once. 

A: We have looked at emerging contaminants and the numbers are low. There is not a lot of industry 

that would result in those contaminants. The treatment process removes some of them. As regards 

other nutrients, we looked more closely at the tissues of organisms in Cowichan Bay, and given the 

plant has been there a long time, we thought the results would be interesting. We found very low 

incidences of any pollutants of concern. We also took a look at sediments and did not find any 

concerns there as well. The effluent itself with secondary/tertiary treatment has very low levels of 

nutrients. 

One of the reasons we wanted to get the outfall out of the river was that oxygen deletion becomes a 

non-issue in the marine environment. The effluent is very high quality so most of the organics are 

removed and it is the organics that cause oxygen depletion. In the summer, the treatment plant 

removes some nitrogen (N) possibly 30%. In the marine environment, N and phosphorus (P) are not 

issues. In the river, N and P are issues, and P is removed in the summer time. 

Yes, there was a study done on water circulations, currents and plume modelling. Modelling showed 

that there was compliance with all BC Water Quality Guidelines almost as soon as the water is 

discharged. Sub-surface oxygen is not an issue in the marine environment. 

12. Comment: My input would be more in the area of principles: least environmental impact; most 
environmental benefits 
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A.4: Sample Social Media Posts 
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